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ABSTRACT
Assembling circuits on breadboards using reference designs is a common activity among makers. While tools like Fritzing offer a simplified visualization of how components and wires are connected, such pictorial depictions of circuits are rare in formal educational materials and the vast bulk of online technical documentation. Electronic schematics are more common but are perceived as challenging and confusing by novice makers. To improve access to schematics, we propose SchemaBoard, a system for assisting makers in assembling and inspecting circuits on breadboards from schematic source materials. SchemaBoard uses an LED matrix integrated underneath a working breadboard to visualize via light patterns where and how components should be placed, or to highlight elements of circuit topology such as electrical nets and connected pins. This paper presents a formative study with 16 makers, the SchemaBoard system, and a summative evaluation with an additional 16 users. Results indicate that SchemaBoard is effective in reducing both the time and the number of errors associated with building a circuit based on a reference schematic, and for inspecting the circuit for correctness after its assembly.
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INTRODUCTION
The ready availability of cheap sensors, components, and platforms such as Arduino¹ has encouraged many creators and makers without formal electrical engineering training to tackle circuit design and assembly tasks. Open-source tools, such as the Fritzing project [16] and Tinkercad by Autodesk², have been crucial in enabling non-technical users in the process

¹https://arduino.cc
²https://www.tinkercad.com
of making, sharing, and producing electronic circuits. A key enabling feature in both Fritzing and Tinkercad is a simplified visualization of the circuit topology. Traditional circuit designs are most frequently depicted in schematic form, an abstract representation of the electrical connections between components [24]. In contrast to this, Fritzing and Tinkercad, present a pictorial, or literal, view of the circuit, with images of the components as they physically appear, often in conjunction with images of a physical breadboard and connecting wires. The simplicity of this depiction has led to it becoming a de facto standard in maker communities—it is often the preferred circuit representation in guidebooks [5, 10, 20], tutorials3 and maker project documentation4; it is also widely deployed in the research community among groups seeking to develop new tools or tool kits for circuit development [1, 9, 15, 18, 26].

Despite their ubiquity in the maker community, pictorial representations of circuits suffer from two main problems. Firstly, pictorial diagrams are limited in the complexity and scale of the circuits they can describe. Pictorial diagrams rapidly become messy and difficult to read [8], and although this problem can be mitigated by careful adherence to clear circuit style practices [8], the adoption of such standards takes time and requires training. Secondly, although pictorial circuits are common in online tutorials for makers, they are rare in formal educational material (e.g., textbooks) and the vast bulk of online technical documentation. Electronic schematics are therefore often considered as a “necessary evil” [17], because a maker seeking to build a complex circuit or independently study electronics cannot avoid them. However, the abstract nature of electronic schematics presents a substantial problem that hinders their adoption among makers: the transition between schematic and physical circuits is not as obvious as with pictorial representations, making the process of physically assembling a circuit on a breadboard or inspecting its correctness difficult. This task is well studied [4, 8], and researchers report it to be difficult, especially as the number of nets in a circuit increases [28].

In this paper, we address this problem by trying to improve the link between schematic and breadboard representations. We present SchemaBoard, an enhanced physical breadboard that incorporates software controlled visual highlighting of specific pin rows. It supports circuit assembly tasks such as accurate component placement and inspection of electrical nets directly on the breadboard. By using in-situ visual cues to highlight parts of a breadboarded circuit, SchemaBoard directly depicts the mapping between the semantic representations shown in schematic diagrams and the arrangements of physical components, wires, pins, and nets that form actual physical circuits. We argue that this more explicit mapping simplifies and speeds up the assembly and inspection of circuits on breadboards. We present a formative study with 16 users that motivated SchemaBoard’s design, the technical details of the system, and a summative evaluation with 16 additional participants that demonstrates the benefits of our approach.

3https://learn.adafruit.com
4https://www.hackster.io

RELATED WORK

Tools for circuit construction

Building a circuit is a challenging task for makers [4] that requires them to combine knowledge about the specific components that are needed, the appropriate values of those components (e.g., resistance or capacitance) and the way they should be connected. After an initial circuit is assembled, it typically needs to be inspected by checking connections and wiring until it is functional. Due to the complexity and interleaved nature of these tasks, makers find it difficult to determine the precise source of errors [4]. Mellis et al. [21] also found that debugging components and their connections on a breadboard are challenging for amateurs and presented opportunities for tools to help them, such as automatic assembly. Indeed, the severity of these problems (and the high level of knowledge required to build circuits in general) has led to numerous educational tools that seek to lower the barrier to entry in this area. A common approach is to create modular tools and systems that allow circuits to be constructed manually by snapping together [2], plugging in [23] or virtually linking [6] component elements. These approaches, differently from SchemaBoard, are limited in that they require predefined (non-standard) components. CircuitStack [26] supports the integration of inkjet-printed circuits into breadboards to entirely avoid the need for wiring. Circuits are printed with conductive ink and clamped to the base of a special breadboard in order to implement a functional circuit. However, this system still requires users to manually assemble circuits by placing components on a breadboard, with the additional challenge of having to match unmarked physical locations on the breadboard (i.e., without visible wires) against those shown in a reference diagram.

Other tools for circuit construction focus on learning. For example, ElectroTutor [27] and HeyTeddy [14] allow novices to use standard hardware components with the Arduino UNO and provide structured unit-testing frameworks that check the correctness of their circuit, their code, and their understanding. CircuitStyle [8] aims to encourage and support good circuit construction practices through a web-based tool that provides authoring functionalities and interactive live tutorials. Finally, Bellucci et al. [3] reported initial findings of an Augmented Reality (AR) prototype that guides the placement of components on a breadboard, given a pictorial representation of the circuit. This system does not work with schematic diagrams, and does not support placement of components on crowded breadboards, when the users’ hands or other components occlude the tracking camera. In contrast with these examples, SchemaBoard does not focus on learning, but rather on improving the assembly and inspection of circuits on a breadboard, given an arbitrarily complex reference schematic diagram.

Circuit inspection and augmented breadboards

Incorrect assembly of circuits is common [4], and the resultant errors can usually only be identified by a slow and tedious manual inspection of the breadboard connections. Several research projects have sought to improve this process by preventing (or minimizing) circuit design errors. For example, AutoFritz [18] interactively provides wiring suggestions to minimize user
errors while Scanalog [25] and Trigger-Action-Circuits [1] suggest and visualize circuit designs based on high-level descriptions of behavior specified with graphical programming languages. In these latter systems, user input relates mainly to desired circuit function rather than low-level implementation details. While effective, we note that these projects do not directly support correct circuit assembly, but rather focus on providing clear pictorial representations of circuits that can serve as more accessible alternatives to schematics.

Another common approach to circuit inspection is via augmenting breadboards. One theme is to support live, automatic measurement of electrical properties, such as voltage [9, 22] or current [29], at different points on a breadboard. Bifrost goes one step further by capturing and visualizing both hardware and software behavior in a single tool [19]. Visualizations of measured data are typically presented in-situ on the breadboard via LED lights [22], interactively via an on-screen pictorial schematic [29] or both [9]. In contrast to SchemaBoard, these projects are intended to support debugging of operational circuits, and are thus reliant on a user’s ability to correctly assemble the circuits under test. Furthermore, these projects do not offer any explicit support for the basic and manual task of circuit assembly—situations in which circuits are still under construction and therefore not operational.

FORMATIVE STUDY

While prior work for assisting makers in creating electronic circuits is diverse, we argue there remains a lack of support for the fundamental task of physically placing components and wires on a breadboard, and inspecting the correctness of final assembled circuits. Indeed, the precise, fussy and confusing task of correctly placing wires and components in sockets to realize a circuit depicted in a schematic or pictorial circuit diagram remains much the same today as it was when breadboards were originally introduced 40 years ago [4]. To better understand the problems and issues users face during circuit breadboarding, and inform the design of potential solutions, we recruited 16 self-identified makers from the local student body to participate in a formative study. The study explored and contrasted performance in the tasks of both assembling and inspecting a circuit on a breadboard when users were provided with one of two distinct visual representations of a circuit: a standard electrical schematic or a pictorial diagram (as in Fritzing).

Thirteen participants were male and three female and they were aged between 20 and 32 (M=25, SD=3.83). Ten were graduate students and six undergraduates. They had various backgrounds including engineering, design, and Human-Computer Interaction. All had some experience in assembling circuits, yet none of them had received formal training in electrical engineering. Using a 7-point Likert scale, they self-rated their ability of reading and building circuit diagrams 5.6 (SD=.96).

To provide recent experiences for participants to reflect on in the study, we prepared breadboard circuit assembly and inspection tasks. To ensure these tasks were representative of those undertaken in the maker community, we examined the full set of example projects available on the Fritzing website\(^5\). We retrieved 5083 projects, removed duplicates (700) and corrupted (67) designs to yield a set of 4316 non-corrupted and unique projects. These projects featured a median of seven components connected by a median of 11 wires. We randomly selected four circuit diagrams from this corpus, each with 6 or 7 components connected by between 14 and 17 wires. We manually created equivalent schematic representations for each diagram.

There were two binary independent variables in the study: task type (assembly/inspection) and instruction format (schematic/pictorial). These were arranged in a repeated measures factorial design: all participants spent a maximum of ten minutes working on a circuit in each condition, ultimately experiencing all four circuits. Participants could indicate when they finished a circuit at any time with the ten minute time limit. Circuits were randomly assigned to specific conditions, while presentation order was balanced using a Latin square design. Instructional materials (circuit schematics or diagrams) for assembly tasks were unmodified from the originally selected examples, whereas for inspection tasks deliberate errors were introduced. Specifically, following the error classification in prior work [18], we introduced ten errors in total, two of each of the following five types: miss-wired components and wires as well as missing connections for components and wires, and misplaced components.

In the study, we recorded a video from both top-down (for a clear view of the breadboard) and in front of participants, conducted a 20-minute post-task semi-structured interview, and measured workload using the NASA TLX questionnaire [12]. Participants were compensated with ten USD in local currency. Additionally, as a performance incentive, participants received 5 USD for each pair of circuits that were error-free at the end of the study.

Results

Ten (15.62%) of the study tasks were not self-assessed as complete with the ten minute limit, with incomplete trials evenly split among both study variables (four with schematics, six with Fritzing and four during build and six during debug tasks). We recorded completion times for tasks using a stopwatch or extracted them from the video recordings in ambiguous cases. We measured errors by counting the number of misplaced components and wires for circuits in the assembly task, or the number of unidentified or misidentified mistakes in the inspection task. Two researchers independently counted errors, and, in case of numerical disagreement, discussed each case to reach an agreement. We analyzed all study data using two-way ANOVAs with two independent variables—reference diagram (pictorial vs. schematic) and task (assembly vs. inspection). Figure 2 summarizes the numerical results from the study. It shows nearly identical performance in terms of errors and time, while schematics resulted in modestly reduced overall workload. No significant main effects or interactions were found. This data suggests that, at least for the tasks we

\(^5\)\url{http://fritzing.org/media/fritzing-repo/projects} (accessed March 2019)
selected, neither the diagramming format used, nor the task undertaken, led to clear consistent variations in performance.

In terms of qualitative data, we collected 4 hours and 23 minutes of interviews. These were transcribed and analyzed by two researchers using open and axial coding methods. We examined this material to achieve a more nuanced understanding of participants’ behavior and performance. Specifically, we explored how users experience working with both schematic and pictorial representations in order to learn about the challenges specific to each format and identify potential opportunities for design.

Makers who self-rated a low confidence with schematics (P2, P5, P6, P7, P11, P15, P16) reported difficulties in both interpreting the schematics and in translating the abstract circuit topologies into physical wiring on a breadboard. Some participants were concerned about how to place components with many pins or with polarity, since schematic symbols do not visually resemble component appearance (P11, P15, P16). Others were confused by the abstract representations of nets and debated on how to translate them physically onto the breadboard: “there were three junction dots where the lines are connected in the schematic diagram, which should be connected to the same row of the breadboard. However, [breadboard and schematic representations] do not correspond to each other, so it’s hard to figure out how to handle it (P15).” Participants also reported challenges in creating appropriate circuit layouts. Specifically, as schematics provide no guidance on part placement, participants often found their initial choices caused knock on problems down the line. This ultimately required them to iterate on layouts, a process which typically involved laborious dis- and re-assembly of parts of their circuits mid-task: “I realized that it would have been better to place the button below the chip after I finished the wiring [...] it was annoying to move the components and rewire them (P14).”

Pictorial representations, on the other hand, were highly appreciated for their simplicity and directness, which allowed participants to “lay out components without thinking (P2).” This process, however, was not without hitches—ten participants, for example, noted their circuits “gradually diverged (P13)” from the pictorial reference. There were numerous reasons, from accidental mistranscriptions—“I tried to modify my breadboard circuit as closely as possible to the pictorial diagram, but I went astray in the middle (P12)—through to intentional improvements—“the reference circuit used two ground rails which seemed unnecessary, so I removed a ground rail and changed wire placements (P15).” Regardless, as their own circuit diverged from the pictorial diagram, users reported the need “to convert [the] pictorial representation into a schematic and map it onto the breadboard again for reviewing (P3).” This process was considered arduous. Similar problems impacted the inspection task, where users had to look for miss-wiring or incorrect connections. P11 summed it up: “The breadboard circuit was not identical to the reference, so I needed to check the connections [...] I had to [mentally] convert the pictorial representation to a schematic diagram, and this was difficult [...] it was easier to use the schematic rather than pictorial representation to find the wrong connections.”

These findings, highlighting the pros and cons of both schematic and pictorial diagram formats, shed light on the lack of significant differences in the quantitative data. They suggest that while makers found the simpler and more direct format of the pictorial diagrams appealing in terms of the clarity with which it physically depicted breadboard layouts, these properties also made understanding the underlying logical structure of the circuit more challenging that with schematics. This led to problems whenever there were layout discrepancies between the diagrams and breadboarded circuits. This was a relatively common occurrence—see Table 1 for a summary of how the final circuits differed from the pictorial references provided in the assembly task. Just one user created a circuit in which all of the components were in the specified breadboard locations, ten (62.5%) used fewer wires and three (18.75%) used more. These differences appear driven by a desire to either simplify what was viewed as excess wiring on the breadboard (e.g., by consolidating ground rails) or to space out components over the breadboard to simplify viewing. This latter process tended to increase the number of wires that were required.

In summary, our findings confirm prior work suggesting that makers find allocating positions and resolving problems with the components and wiring on a physical breadboard circuit challenging [4, 8] using either schematic and pictorial source materials. While both approaches present unique sets of problems, we identify increasing access to and facilitating use of schematics for makers as a key opportunity for design. Specifically, while participants valued the logical, abstract representation of circuit schematics for problem solving, they felt a need

Table 1. Summary of measured inconsistencies between the pictorial reference and actual circuit on a breadboard. Translations are measured as the offset of rows. For wires added/removed, a positive number indicates use of additional wires, while a negative number indicates use of fewer wires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components translated</th>
<th>P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 Avg (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Components rotated</td>
<td>5 6 6 6 0 6 1 7 4 4 7 7 6 7 5 5 5.13 (2.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Translations per Component</td>
<td>3.3 9.0 4.8 13.5 0 4.0 0.3 5.0 6.2 3.0 8.7 8.0 8.0 5.7 3.6 5.33 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wires added/removed</td>
<td>-2 0 1 -5 2 -1 0 1 -8 -6 -2 0 -1 -8 -3 -4 -2.25 (3.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for improved support for basic layout tasks such as arranging or orientating components on a breadboard. In addition, our observations about pictorial circuit diagrams highlight some of key qualities to be emphasized in any new prototype in this space. Specifically, while direct pictorial "put-that-there" instructions were appreciated, they also did not scale to the incremental changes that creep into a design. Solutions in this space need maintain accurate, high quality guidance as users intentionally tweak and adjust designs and also reduce the chance for inadvertent component placements that lead to accidental divergences.

The formative study results suggest a need for tools that can combine the advantageous qualities of both abstract and pictorial representations of circuits. We see one way of achieving this as by designing systems that emphasize the links between abstract schematic views and concrete layouts on a breadboard. Within this space, this paper proposes a solution based on interactive in-situ visual cues that augment the topological information in the schematics with direct unambiguous guidance about where components should be located on a physical breadboard.

SCHEMABOARD SYSTEM OVERVIEW

SchemaBoard (Figure 1) aims to support users in the transition between an on-screen schematic representation of a circuit and its corresponding physical instantiation on a breadboard. The main objective is to help users correctly place components on a breadboard (assembly task), and supporting quick inspections of whether the layout is congruent with the schematic diagram it is based upon (inspection task). SchemaBoard achieves this by maintaining a dual representation of circuit diagrams (a computer based schematic view linked to a physical breadboard layout), and by externalizing this mapping via in-situ visualization using an LED matrix underneath the breadboard.

SchemaBoard works as follows. First, it internally computes the location of the components in any schematic diagram, and automatically maps them to physical locations (i.e., rows) on a breadboard. SchemaBoard offers an interactive highlighting feature to visualize each computed component location directly on its coupled physical breadboard. When the user touches an on-screen element of the schematics (i.e., a component or a pin), SchemaBoard lights up the corresponding rows of the breadboard (Figure 3). SchemaBoard supports highlighting component locations, including blinking to indicate the first pin (the standard reference point) for ICs and the negative pin for polarized components such as capacitors, diodes, or LEDs. SchemaBoard also uses highlighting to show all the rows connected to selected electrical nets, giving an overview of connectivity even on crowded breadboards. With this feature, users can quickly identify the location and orientation of components and wires before placing them, or readily verify the correctness of component placements when inspecting assembled circuits.

SchemaBoard operates in two modes—a manual mode that allows users to explicitly select components and nets, and a guide mode that provides step-by-step circuit assembly for all the elements of a circuit. Users can switch between the two modes at any time using a toggle button. In the manual mode, users are free to inspect the location of components and nets, using single or multiple selections (Figure 4). Users can also manually change the mapping between the schematic and the component location on the breadboard, by dragging the component’s graphical representation to a new location on a virtual breadboard displayed in software—a feature that mimics the component placement technique used in prior work [15].

In the guide mode, SchemaBoard provides step-by-step circuit assembly instructions (Figure 5). Here, rather than the user determining the best order for component placement, they can simply follow the system directions. SchemaBoard indicates on-screen which component to place by name and by highlighting it in the schematics, and illuminates the rows on the breadboard where the user should insert the component or wire. Each jumper wire position is indicated by illuminating two rows of SchemaBoard simultaneously. As with interactive highlighting, it flashes a breadboard row to indicate polarity or pin 1 for ICs. Guides are structured such that all components are placed first, followed by connecting all wires. An optional final stage checks whether all components and wires are correctly connected. In this stage, the software highlights all the electrical nets—all the rows in the circuit that are connected to the same circuit node—allowing users to quickly verify missing or misplaced circuit elements.

In summary, given a schematic, SchemaBoard computes valid locations of components on its breadboard and visualizes them in-situ using an underlying LED matrix. It also maintains an internal record of the topology of the circuit, so that the user

![Figure 3. Schemaboard circuit diagram showing a selected component highlighted in orange in the schematic view (left). Schemaboard breadboard highlighting the rows where the component should be placed. A blinking row indicates where to position pin 1 (right).](image)

![Figure 4. Schemaboard software showing highlighting of the ground net via orange colored pins in the schematic view (left). Multiple corresponding rows are visually highlighted on the breadboard (right).](image)
can freely modify it, or can highlight specific nets to visualize planned pin connections. We note that SchemaBoard does not sense components’ locations [30] and therefore cannot prevent users from incorrect placements or detect erroneous circuits [9, 29]. In contrast, it is instead designed to support users in accurately mapping schematic diagrams onto physical circuits by providing an initial valid reference layout, flexibly accommodating users’ adjustments to that design and providing in-situ feedback on the breadboard to help ensure that the circuits that are created correctly instantiate the design in the schematic and are free of errors.

IMPLEMENTATION

Hardware

The SchemaBoard hardware (Figure 6) takes the form of a standard 45x35 mm mini breadboard with two symmetrical sets of 16-terminal strips (32 in total). Each strip has five interconnected 2.54 mm-spaced sockets and sits over a uniquely addressable blue LED—one LED per breadboard row. The LEDs and breadboard are part of a custom PCB in the form of an Arduino UNO shield. The connected Arduino can instruct one or more of the LEDs to switch on, switch off, or blink periodically. This is achieved through four cascading 8-bit shift registers (SN74HC595DR), each responsible for controlling eight LEDs (for a total of 32 LEDs, as shown in Figure 6). In order to make the LED light visible to users while maintaining breadboard functionality, we used surface-mount LEDs soldered on the top layer of a perforated circuit board. Then the strips, connecting the rows, are mounted so as to enclose the LEDs (see Figure 6-right). The light is scattered by the strip resulting in the entire row being lit. The system is powered by a 12V external DC power adapter that is regulated to 5V on the board for compatibility with the Arduino. The Arduino is controlled via a serial connection to the SchemaBoard software running on a PC.

Software

The SchemaBoard software consists of three separate modules that: control the breadboard LEDs; create and maintain an internal representation of the circuit diagram and its topology and; display the SchemaBoard UI. The breadboard control module runs on SchemaBoard’s Arduino and simply controls the LEDs in response to commands issued from a connected PC over a serial link. The PC runs software, in the form of a NodeJS server, that issues commands to the hardware and can load a common format for schematic diagrams (KiCad .sch files) and process these with a solver that produces valid physical breadboard layouts. This solver operates on the schematic’s netlist, which is comprised of lists of interconnected component pins. First, it assigns the two top-left rows of the breadboard to ground and the two top-right to power. Next, it places components across the breadboard (e.g., dual in-line packages such as ICs). The solver then determines
the number of rows needed for each net; if more than four components need to be connected together, it uses one pin to bridge between two adjacent rows (because SchemaBoard uses a standard five column breadboard format). Finally, the script lays out the nets uniformly, trying to keep components close to each other and minimizing the number of jumper wires for connections. This whole optimization process needs to run only once per schematic, and its results are stored as files in JSON format. Finally, the PC software can accept wireless connections from the SchemaBoard UI software in order to transmit data about the loaded schematic file and calculated breadboard layout as well as to propagate commands to control the breadboard highlighting. Currently, SchemaBoard supports 20 common schematic symbols including three abstract or generic components (8 pin chip, 16 pin chip, 2 pin component) that can be used to describe the connections of a wide range of different devices. The set of supported symbols/components was selected from an analysis of a database of circuits disseminated in the maker community. It featured the following symbols: battery; vcc; ground; 8 pin chip; 16 pin chip; 2 pin component; unpolarized capacitor; polarized capacitor; resistor; photo-resistor; inductor; diode; Zener diode; transistor; 6 pin relay; op-amp; 555 timer; LED; speaker and; switch.

The SchemaBoard UI software runs on a tablet (Samsung Galaxy Tab S5e) and was written using Unity 3D in C#. It is responsible for the overall system logic, calculating the states of the LEDs, handling user input, and graphically visualizing schematics—Figure 7 shows this interface. The tablet communicates via a HTTP wireless connection to the NodeJS server on the PC. At startup, users load a schematic. Once selected, this is sent to the solver on the PC (via http), and the resulting JSON file of nets and connections is returned. Using toggle buttons the user can select the mode of operation (manual or guide) and how the components should be visualized (using traditional schematic symbols or pictorial icons). This dual visualization was motivated by our study findings, as some users remarked they were unable to clearly identify components using their schematic symbols. In the UI, users can tap any component or connection. This is then highlighted on the screen and, via commands propagated to the Arduino by the PC server, also on the physical breadboard, where all connected rows light up. On-screen color overlays also reveal which components are currently selected, and, in guide mode, the components for which instructions have already been provided.

SchemaBoard’s hardware and software are open-source and full details, including research related materials, can be found online at https://github.com/makinteractlab/SchemaBoard.

EVALUATION STUDY

We conducted a two by two mixed-design study with makers to compare the tasks of assembly and inspection of circuits (within subjects) using either SchemaBoard or a baseline involving traditional use of schematic diagrams (between groups). We recruited sixteen makers, thirteen male and three female, aged 19-30 (M=24.4, SD=3.3). Ten were graduate students and the remaining six undergraduates. They had various education backgrounds including engineering (biology, computer science, material science, mechanical and electronic engineering), physics, and industrial design. None was previously involved in the formative study. Participants were randomly assigned to either SchemaBoard or baseline conditions. To check for population biases between the two groups, we collected an initial self-efficacy score [7] that represents individual confidence in assembling circuits using schematic diagrams. Participants in the SchemaBoard group rated themselves 71.8/100 (SD=11.7) and in the baseline group 75/100 (SD=9.2). An independent-samples t-test revealed no differences between these groups, suggesting that skill levels among the two groups were relatively homogeneous.

The experimental procedure closely mirrored the formative study. Each participant completed two tasks: assembly of a circuit from scratch, and inspection of a provided circuit with standard errors introduced as bugs. In both the baseline and SchemaBoard conditions, we provided schematics as a reference. Before starting the experiment, we introduced the SchemaBoard group to the system via a five-minute tutorial session with a simple example circuit. When using SchemaBoard in the study tasks, participants could use any of its features including both the guide (step-by-step) and manual modes (manual selections). The system started up in guide mode. For the tasks, we selected two representative circuits from the Encyclopedia of Electronic Components [13]. Both circuits had 10 components (e.g., IC, LED, switches, capacitors, resistors, speaker) and required 4 to 7 wires. For the inspection tasks, we introduced ten standardized errors in each circuit using the same convention adopted in the formative study. We fully balanced assignment of circuits to tasks.

After a brief introduction, each participant performed the assembly and inspection tasks for up to 20 minutes followed by a NASA TLX [12] questionnaire to measure workload and again a self-efficacy questionnaire to assess participants’ confidence in their performance. The longer duration of the tasks, compared to that in the formative study, is due to the use of more complex circuits (42% more components). Task order was fully balanced to counter practice or fatigue effects. After both tasks, we performed a 20-minute semi-structured interview. The experiment took approximately one hour and was recorded on video. Participants were compensated with 10 USD in local currency and additionally received 5 USD if both circuits were completed correctly. This procedure resulted in the following measures: task completion rate (within the allotted 20 minute time limit); task completion time (for completed circuits); number of errors in final circuit (for completed circuits) and; TLX workload and self-efficacy scores. We note that task completion rate was self-determined—participants finished a trial when they believed they had fully and correctly completed the given study task.

Quantitative Results

We first examined completion rates using two Fisher’s Exact Tests (FET) [11], one on each of the study variables. FET was selected due to its suitability for contingency testing on small samples. This procedure revealed that completion rates
were significantly higher in both the assembly task and for the SchemaBoard group (both \( p < 0.001 \)). Examination of the raw data revealed these differences were due to the fact that seven study tasks (21.8%) were not completed and that these failures all occurred in the baseline inspection condition. This strongly suggests that the inspection task was extremely difficult for makers using standard schematics—by their own self-assessment, most participants (87.5%) could not complete study tasks within 20 minutes. The lack of similar patterns of failure in the SchemaBoard group provides clear evidence for the benefits it can provide—rather than just offer improvements to efficiency or accuracy, SchemaBoard seems to have enabled makers to perform a technical task that was otherwise entirely beyond their abilities. This represents a very strong endorsement of the system.

The fact that only a single participant completed the inspection task in the baseline condition led to a lack of equivalent time and error data for statistical comparison against the SchemaBoard condition. Instead we simply report these data for baseline and SchemaBoard and restrict formal analysis of these metrics to data from the assembly task alone. Figure 8 shows completion time and error data from all tasks that were self-assessed as complete in the study. The seven participants who did not indicate they had completed the inspection task within the time allocated (all in the baseline condition), we note the mean number of errors was very high in comparison to all other conditions in the study (M: 5, SD: 3.16)—this suggests a failure to complete the task is simply a knock on effect of a failure to isolate and resolve errors in the circuit. This data provides further evidence that makers find inspecting and debugging circuits with standard schematics extremely challenging.

In terms of the assembly task alone, Shapiro-Wilk tests showed time data was normally distributed and the independent samples t-test revealed that SchemaBoard led to significantly faster performance than baseline (\( p < 0.001 \)). On the other hand, error data was not normally distributed and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated there were no differences in the error counts between conditions (\( p = 0.11 \)). Similarly, a FET on the proportion of participants whose circuits were genuinely correct or not (SchemaBoard: 6 from 8, baseline: 3 from 8), was not significant (\( p = 0.31 \)). This indicates that, for the assembly task, SchemaBoard substantially sped up performance (by approximately 40%, or nearly 6 minutes), but did not lead to significantly more accurate final circuits. Given the small number of participants in the study, we suggest that the lack of significance in the error data may be a type II error. An alternative explanation may be that the relatively low number of errors during assembly tasks—an overall median of zero errors (mean: 0.81, SD: 1.51) per circuit—simply indicates correctness was not a major challenge for most participants during the assembly tasks.

Finally, we analyzed TLX overall workload and self-efficacy scores. The data are presented in Figure 8. Shapiro-Wilk tests indicated all data was normally distributed so we used mixed method two by two ANOVAs. All main effects as well as the interaction in the TLX data were significant. This shows that SchemaBoard led to significantly reduced overall workload (\( F(1, 14) = 20.34, p < .001, \eta^2_G = .542 \)) and higher ratings of efficacy (\( F(1, 14) = 5.27, p = .038, \eta^2_G = .251 \)). In addition, the results highlight the increased challenge of the inspection task—compared to assembly, it led to greater workload (\( F(1, 14) = 29.24, p < .001, \eta^2_G = .280 \)) and reduced efficacy (\( F(1, 14) = 9.28, p = .009, \eta^2_G = .068 \)). We note that the significant interaction effect in workload (\( F(1, 14) = 23.82, p < .001, \eta^2_G = .241 \)) is due to the fact that SchemaBoard shows only modest increases (5.9%) in the inspection task, while baseline shows very substantial increases (44.2%). This reinforces the data from the task completion rate. It suggests that one of the key benefits of SchemaBoard is that it greatly simplifies the challenging task of circuit inspection and debug—facilitating completion by lowering the difficulty of these complex and important activities.

Qualitative Results from Interviews
The 3h 25m of interviews were conducted in the local language and transcribed and analyzed by two researchers using open and axial coding methods.

In general, all makers in the SchemaBoard group understood how to use the system and commented positively on its overall functionality. P2 stated: “I could easily use [...] SchemaBoard for assembl[ing] circuits intuitively.” P6 reported that the dual representation of nets on the screen and through the LEDs on the breadboard was helpful in both understanding the schematic and checking the circuit. Furthermore, all makers appreciated the guide mode because they felt it enabled them to assemble the circuit and remain confident it was without missing parts (P8). P7 summed it up as they “trusted the auto-routed circuit from SchemaBoard”.

Supporting different levels of expertise. Multiple participants commented that SchemaBoard could support a range of makers, from “elementary school students” (P2) to a more general set of “those who are new to circuits, to professionals who make complex circuits” (P4). P8 noted SchemaBoard could aid both novices and experts, saying: “Using this, even beginners will be able to create and test circuits, and experts can reduce mistakes and debugging time.” Reflecting on their previous experience, a novice (P10, self-efficacy of 6.8/10 in the pre-study assessment) and expert (P12, self-efficacy of 9.7/10) users describe what they mostly appreciate of SchemaBoard.

P10 (novice): “I often plugged components in the wrong place because of the dense pinholes in the breadboard, however, this would be preventable because the SchemaBoard lit where to place components.”

P12 (expert): “It’s great to be able to use new parts or chips that you haven’t experienced without looking at the data-sheets. The system already has the information of how to connect the pins.”

Increasing users’ confidence. Overall, all participants appreciated how SchemaBoard could fit the working style of makers with different expertise levels. A possible explanation for this universal support is that all participants in the SchemaBoard group reported a quantifiably increased level of confidence...
in building circuits and in trusting the correctness of the outcomes. Participants reported that SchemaBoard “reduced the concerns [...] about mistakes like polarity and miss-wiring” (P14) and gave them confidence that the circuit was complete and inspected: “In previous experience with standard schematics, I [...] often forgot what component had been checked and what should be next. However, using SchemaBoard, I was convinced that there was no missing part to check because I completed all the steps (P8).”

DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
The difficulties that makers experience during assembly of circuits is a well-studied problem [4, 8]. Past work has sought to tackle this by preventing design errors in the first place [1, 8, 18, 25] or by assisting makers in debugging incorrect circuits [9, 19, 29]. To complement this work, we examine the fussy, tedious, error-prone and ubiquitous task of physically constructing circuits on a breadboard by plugging in components and wires. Our formative study documents key problems with both the schematic and pictorial circuit diagrams used as source material in this task. Specifically, makers find schematics hard to accurately translate into valid circuit layouts, while pictorial circuit diagrams are inflexible and makers report frequently, and confusingly, diverging from the depicted arrangements.

Based on these outcomes, we designed SchemaBoard, a system that facilitates rapid and accurate construction and examination of breadboard layouts while maintaining support for intentional user customization. SchemaBoard achieves this by generating and maintaining editable circuit layouts from schematics and using lighting patterns shown directly on a custom LED back-lit breadboard to visualize correct component placements (or specific nets) in response to direct input by users. This makes the mapping between the abstract schematic source material and the physical breadboard layout precise, clear and explicit. Furthermore, it is compatible with both user- and system-driven (guide mode) placement of components. Our user evaluation provides evidence that SchemaBoard achieves its goals. Both novice and expert users appreciated SchemaBoard’s simplicity, and valued completing significantly more circuits in less time and while experiencing reduced workload and increased self-confidence.

Despite these positives, some participants were concerned that, due to the high level of support SchemaBoard provides, they might successfully use schematics to construct circuits without ever understanding them. While similar comments could be levied at almost any tool, these worries do highlight the multifaceted nature of the aid provided by SchemaBoard: it both lays out a circuit and then provides detailed instructions for how to assemble it accurately. While this is doubtless highly efficient, a factor strongly appreciated by participants, it is also highly automated and leaves little scope for the types of deep engagement in a task that might best support learning. To make SchemaBoard more suitable for learning environments, we suggest that its different features could be selectively enabled— for example, novices seeking to improve their skills in reading a schematic and laying out a circuit could manually perform this task and use SchemaBoard to provide feedback only during assembly. This would help ensure the constructed circuit accurately follows their design and reduce cases where layout design errors (the learner’s current focus) are confusingly compounded with assembly errors. Equally, SchemaBoard’s layout engine could be used without assembly feedback to help a learner improve their skills in schematic circuit design and bespoke breadboard construction without worrying that the specific layout they are building contains errors. In the future, we see value in studying the different features of SchemaBoard separately in order to clearly determine both their individual benefits (e.g., in comparison to other techniques for marking breadboard rows such as simple print labels) and also how they can be used to best scaffold learning. While using the full set of features, as in the current study, likely maximizes efficiency (for all) and accessibility (for novices), SchemaBoard may also be suitable for a wider range of tasks and users if appropriately customized.

Furthermore, despite its utility, the current prototype also has clear opportunities for technical improvement. Future iterations of the system will use full-size breadboards and RGB LEDs with multiple blinking patterns to convey more information about specific nets or components. It would be also...
possible to place an LED at each hole of the breadboard to indicate specific positions within the rows for more detailed instructions. In terms of software, we aim to support schematics with multiple pages and from different software suites beside KiCAD. Future work will also increase the size of supporting electronic components. Finally, we also seek opportunities to improve the automatic layout of components on breadboard, and development of interaction techniques that can enhance support for the user’s manual placement of physical components in arbitrary locations. These enhancements will expand the scope of the current SchemaBoard system and provide support for makers working on the broadest possible set of projects.
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